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Abstract—The agricultural sector is facing problems on crop 

development due to climate change and global warming.  Crops 

such as rice, tomato, corn, lettuce, potato, wheat, soybeans and 

others are affected. Through analyzing the graphical 

representation of data, no optimum values are observed. In this 

study, the suitability of the genetic algorithm in finding the best 

condition for producing high quality lettuce crop was 

determined. The parameters that were optimized are the light 

intensity, temperature and CO2. These parameters were 

essential preharvest factors for lettuce. The system selected the 

50 fittest individuals based on the fitness score and then 

proceeds to the recombination process. A mutation has been 

applied to test if the solution is the global one. When the 

iterations had reached the required number of generation, the 

system stopped and gave the best condition for lettuce. Critical 

design on GA was done and the best fitness plot was obtained. 

The GA results showed that the optimum conditions for a high-

quality lettuce crop needs a light intensity of 175.22296 

μmol/m2/s, a temperature of 19.36228 ºC and a CO2 level of 

803.01855 ppm. 

 

Index Terms—Optimization; Genetic Algorithm; Lettuce; 

Photosynthesis Rate; Light Intensity; Temperature; CO2. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Agricultural sector is facing problems on crop development 

due to climate change and global warming. Crops such as rice, 

tomato, corn, lettuce, potato, wheat, soybeans and others are 

affected.  Light intensity, temperature and carbon dioxide 

(CO2) are considered to be the main factors affecting the 

growth of a crop [1][2]. Crop growth also depends on the 

nutrients from the soil that contains Nitrogen (N), 

Phosphorous (P) and Potassium (K) [3], soil’s temperature and 

humidity, diseases, leaf temperature, water level and 

transpiration rate. The use of greenhouse in a Controlled 

Environment Agriculture may help to maintain the 

temperature, humidity and photosynthetic active radiation 

[4][5]. Thus, this improves the crop production yield. 

There are many researches that focus on the production and 

growth of crops. Liu et al. uses mathematical algorithms and 

optimization in cropland mask to protect the crops from pests 

and harmful fertilizers and improve the farming system [6]. 

Mathematical approach is a tedious process and requires a 

good foundation in higher computational analysis. 

Optimization tool is used to maximize the effectivity and 

functionality a design can take [7][8][9]. There are studies 

wherein a hybrid of neural network and genetic algorithm are 

used for optimization of plant growth [10][11]. Training the 

neural network needs actual data in order to produce a high 

efficiency network. This kind of approach are done for 

complex systems requiring many parameters and needs 

concrete data for optimization. 

However, previous studies did not consider a simpler but 

effective approach in optimization. Also, considering a lot of 

parameters makes the system more complex thus requiring 

complex analysis. Besides not knowing the particular 

parameters that greatly affects the crop growth are observed in 

previous studies. This study aims to determine the suitability 

of the genetic algorithm in finding the best condition for 

producing high quality lettuce crop. Lettuce is one of the most 

important vegetable crop. It is often studied because of its high 

sensitivity to temperature. The parameters to be optimized are 

the light intensity, temperature and CO2. These parameters are 

essential preharvest factors for lettuce. The knowledge on 

these parameters will help the farmers in growing and 

improving their yield crops. Also, this study can be utilized to 

people who are growing their crops in a controlled 

environment. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the 

design of the genetic algorithm.  Section III explains on how 

the system will be optimized. In Section IV described the 

results obtained from the simulation and graphical analysis of 

the parameters. Finally, Section V gives conclusions. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

 

The conceptual process flow used in the design is shown in 

Figure 1. Genetic algorithm has been used in this study 

because of its capability to find the optimal solution to a 

certain problem [12][13][14]. The evolutionary nature of this 

algorithm makes it appropriate for searching the best 

conditions that lettuce need in order to grow healthy. 

In this study, the variables that will be optimized are light 

intensity, temperature and CO2. Then, an initial random 

population will be created and the fitness score will be 

computed. The system will select the 50 fittest individuals 

based on fitness score and then proceeds to the recombination 

process. A mutation will be applied to test if the solution is 

global. When the iterations had reached the required number 

of generation, the system will stop and give the best condition 

for lettuce. 

The algorithm takes as input the condition of the 

environment in which the lettuce is planted. It is designed to 

give the best condition on which the lettuce will grow healthy 

and provides good quality harvest. The output of the system is 

the best environmental temperature, light intensity and CO2 

levels. 
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Figure 1: System process flow using GA 

 

A. Chromosomes 

The most important factors affecting the plant growth are 

the light intensity, temperature and CO2 level. Many crops 

require an inductive photoperiod for the most rapid rate of 

development. The plants will delay the development but 

grows vegetative without this photoperiod. 

The plant grows well when it is supplied by enough amount 

of sunlight containing the red and blue wavelengths. The plant 

does not need the green wavelength. It is reflected back by the 

plant and this is the reason why most of the leaf color is green. 

Also, CO2 helps the plant to produce its own food. It helps to 

increase the dry matter content of the crop. Similarly, lettuce 

is grown in an environment with low temperature level. The 

temperature used in this study is the average daily temperature 

to determine aspects of crop growth. 

 
Gene 1 

(Light intensity) 

Gene 2  

(Temperature) 

Gene 3 

(CO2) 

   

100  19 800  
 

 

Figure 2: Sample chromosome with its particular genes 

 

Figure 2 displays the genetic components of a single gene. 

The unit used for measuring light intensity is μmol/m2/s, 

temperature is ⁰C and CO2 level is parts per million (ppm). 

The initial generation contains 50 chromosomes. These 

comprise different combinations of each gene with non-

uniform distance. The data used were from the observed 

temperature, CO2 level and light intensity during plant growth. 

B. Fitness Function 

In finding the best solution out of each of the numerous 

solutions that GA will generate, a fitness function is needed to 

quantify the effectiveness of each chromosome. In this study, 

a single-leaf photosynthesis model 0[1] has been used as 

fitness function. This model is selected due to its simplicity, 

allowing manipulation of CO2, temperature and light 

response. This model is the photosynthetic rate (PR) as shown 

in Equation (1). 

 

   𝑃𝑅 =  
1

2
𝜃{𝛼𝐿 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − √(𝛼𝐿 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥)2 − 4𝜃𝛼𝐿𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥}  (1) 

 

where: 

PR : Photosynthetic rate 

L  : Instantaneous light (μmol/m2/s) 

Pmax : Maximum rate of photosynthesis 

α : Photosynthetic efficiency 

 

The sharpness in the knee of the photosynthetic rate curve 

is represented by θ which has a typical value of 0.8. L is the 

instantaneous light inside the greenhouse at that time and is 

measured in μmol/m2/s. Pmax is the maximum rate of 

photosynthesis theoretically possible. It is dependent on the 

CO2 level available inside the greenhouse as shown in 

Equation (2).  

 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −0.116 + 1.136 ∗ (1 − 𝑒−0.002∗𝐶𝑂2) (2) 

 

The α is described by Equation (3). It is the photosynthetic 

efficiency or the quantum yield of the plant, measured in parts 

per million (ppm), and is dependent on the current 

temperature. 

 
𝛼 = 0.0843 − (0.0003 ∗ 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) −

(0.0000341 ∗ 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2)  (3) 

 

C. Selection 

After the fitness values are computed, the best 

chromosomes in the entire population are selected. Nowadays, 

there are many selection techniques used in GA like roulette 

wheel, tournament selection, rank selection, Boltzman 

selection and steady-state selection [15][20][21]. The 

algorithm used for the selection is tournament. Tournament 

selection provides a type of selective pressure by holding a 

competition among individuals [14]. From the tournament, the 

best individual is the one with the highest fitness. The higher 

efficiency of GA in using this kind of selection process can 

lead to an optimal solution. This is because the fitness 

difference provides selection pressure and this makes the GA 

to improve the succeeding genes. 

A penalty is added for the non-linear constraint algorithm in 

selecting the fittest chromosome. Top chromosomes including 

the parents and offspring will form the next generation. These 

all become parents and will undergo the reproduction. Other 

chromosomes that did not qualify will be discarded. 

 

D. Crossover 

Genetic recombination or crossover is the mating of partial 

solutions [12][13][14]. This advances the capability of the 

algorithm to approach and find the optimum solution 

[21][22][23]. Recombination is very important because it 

allows characteristics from two parents to be assorted [24]. 

There are different kinds of crossover techniques such as 

No 
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Create initial random population 

Evaluate fitness for each population 

Select top 50 fittest individuals based on the 
fitness score 
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population 
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generation 
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Initialize variables: light intensity, temperature, 
CO2, photosynthetic rate 
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single point, two-point, scattered, heuristic, intermediate and 

arithmetic. 

 

 

 
Parent 1 100 19 800 
Parent 2 150 23 950 

 
 

  
Offspring 1 100 23 950 
Offspring 2 150 19 800 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of single-point crossover 

 

For this study, single point crossover will be performed. The 

algorithm will replace either one of the genes. Figure 3 shows 

the sample single-point recombination. 

 

E. Mutation 

Mutation is the process of introducing genetic diversity in a 

given population to avoid the condition of chromosomes from 

becoming too similar to each other or local minima 

[12][13][14]. It also keeps the gene pool well stocked, and thus 

ensuring ergodicity. There are different techniques to 

introduce mutation. These techniques are Gaussian, adaptive 

feasible and uniform [16][17]. Figure 4 shows mutation in a 

given chromosome.  

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
Figure 4: Example for a) 8-bit string mutation and b) integer mutation 

 

In this study, the mutation is done by applying the uniform 

process. It is a two-step technique wherein the algorithm 

selects a fraction of the vector entries of an individual for 

mutation. Then, it replaces each selected entry by a random 

number selected uniformly from the range for that entry. 

 

III. OPTIMIZATION USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 

 

In employing the genetic algorithm for the optimization of 

the preharvest factors, some parameters used has fixed values 

while others have varying values. The parameters with fixed 

values are the three optimization variables specifically light 

intensity, temperature and CO2, the number of generation 

which is equal to 100, and the initial population size of 50. On 

the other hand, the parameters with varying values are the 

mutation rate, the selection rate, and crossover rate. 

The relationship of the temperature on photosynthetic rate 

is shown in Figure 5a. High photosynthetic rate is observed 

when the temperature is between 22-23ºC. In Figure 5b and 

5c, light intensity and CO2 amount has varying effects on 

photosynthetic rate. It does not affect the photosynthetic rate 

much. Thus, temperature affects most in the increase of 

photosynthetic rate. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 5: Plot showing (a) the effect of temperature on photosynthetic rate, 

(b) the effect of light intensity on photosynthetic rate, (c) the effect of 

amount of CO2 on photosynthetic rate 

 

In Figure 6, the interactions of the two variables to 

photosynthetic rate are shown. It is noticeable in Figure 6a that 

higher photosynthetic rate is achieved when the values at the 

middle of values of light intensity and temperature. The mid 

value of light intensity and highest value of CO2 gives a high 

value of photosynthetic rate as shown in Figure 6b. When the 

temperature is low and the value of CO2 is high, the 

photosynthetic rate is also high (see Figure 6c). Due to the 

varying effects of these parameters on photosynthetic rate, GA 

is needed in determining the optimum values of each. 

 

Single-point 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 6: Plot showing (a) interaction of light intensity and temperature and 
its effect on photosynthetic rate, (b) interaction of light intensity and amount 

of CO2 and its effect on photosynthetic rate, and (c) interaction of 

temperature and amount of CO2 and its effect on photosynthetic rate. 
 

The main objective of this study is to determine and evaluate 

the appropriateness of GA in finding the optimum conditions 

for the preharvest factors of a lettuce. GA was designed to 

produce the optimal values of light intensity, temperature and 

CO2 level for the lettuce growth. After several explorations, 

the design that gives the optimal values for preharvest factors 

are selection rate = 0.2, crossover rate = 0.9 and mutation rate 

= 0.01. The best fitness plot showing the average costs per 

population and the best individuals are shown in Figure 7. In 

this plot, the fitness value for the best individual in each 

population is approximately 800 and the population’s average 

fitness values is between 600 and 800. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Best fitness plot 

 

Table 1 shows the optimum values obtained using GA for 

each pre-harvest factor. These values are acceptable because 

it is between their tolerable ranges. The range of values that 

can give high photosynthetic rate are the following: for light 

is between 100 to 200 μmol/m2/s, for temperature is between 

19 to 24 ºC and for CO2 is between 800 to 1000 ppm [18][19]. 

 
Table 1  

Results of GA 

 

Preharvest Factor Optimum Value 

Light Intensity 175.22296 
Temperature 19.36228 

CO2 803.01855 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This study presented the suitability of applying the genetic 

algorithm in determining the optimum values of light 

intensity, temperature and CO2. These factors are needed to be 

determined because it greatly affects the lettuce growth. 

Through graphical analysis, the optimum values cannot be 

determined. The graphs show varying effects of the 

parameters on photosynthetic rate. That is why GA has been 

applied in this study. Critical design on GA was done and the 

best fitness plot was obtained. The GA results showed that the 

optimum conditions for a high-quality lettuce crop needs a 

light intensity of 175.22296 μmol/m2/s, a temperature of 

19.36228 ºC and a CO2 level of 803.01855 ppm. 
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